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At Speeches on Commemoration Day the Very Revd Dr Robert 
Willis, Dean of Canterbury and Chairman of Governors, spoke 
warmly and memorably about the unique position of King’s, 
adjacent and in many other respects close to the Mother Church 
of the Anglican Communion.

With features within this Off cuts deriving from South Africa, 
Sarajevo and the Arctic, experiences of OKS in the outside 
world are well represented, whilst the sense of King’s as its own 
“homepage” is conveyed in John Batchelor’s words about the 
Galpin’s Reunion : “Th e gathering reminded us that a house in 
a public school is not just about education; it is also a kind of 
family and a transmitter of history and values.”

Th ere are times when the seemingly ineluctable rise in school 
fees appears to be pushing every independent school in the 
direction of becoming a powerhouse preparation for his-and-
hers global capitalism, or its attendant professional services.  In 
this respect For the Record needs to be seen by our readers as 
an essential complement and counterpart to Off cuts, not least 
in its Obituaries.  Two in particular in this issue, those of Bill 
Young and Tony Curry, describe the value of lives spent modestly 
in public and Christian service; these are part of the history 
and identity that the School and OKS Association hope still to 
transmit. 
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Andrew Harding  A COLOURFUL LIFE

It’s deep winter here in Johannesburg 
– which means bright skies, not even a 
hint of rain for about fi ve months, and 
surprisingly cold nights.
 I’m writing this in a garage in what 
used to be the gangster-ridden heart of the 
city. Th ese days the city centre is enjoying 
an uneven, but encouraging renaissance, 
and so I’m feeling fairly relaxed as I wait 
for a tow-bar to be fi xed onto our family 
car ahead of a weekend on a friend’s farm 
a couple of hours drive away.
 Getting away from Johannesburg, and 
from work, hasn’t been easy these past 
few months. I even had to duck out of a 
family holiday in Russia – which would 
have been my fi rst trip back since we left  
Moscow, aft er spending 9 years in the 
former Soviet Union, in 2000.
 Nelson Mandela must take the credit 
for that. I may be the BBC’s Africa 
correspondent these days, but right now 
I’m spending a frustrating amount of time 
kicking my heels in Johannesburg (or close 
by) and waiting for a frail but feisty old 
man to give up the fi ght, and for weeks of 
nostalgia, analysis and refl ection to wash 
over this remarkable country. It’s been a 
hard “story” to cover – partly in the sense 
that there hasn’t been a story yet, just lots of 
speculation and medical scares; and partly 
because it’s a struggle to get the tone right 
– respectful, for sure, but also sceptical 
about some of the spin coming from the 
South African Presidency, and wary about 
how to engage with the large, thin-skinned 
and oft en feuding Mandela clan.

 Luckily I managed to get some good 
trips in, earlier this year, before Mr 
Mandela took ill. Over time I seem to 
have developed a soft  spot, or perhaps an 
unhealthy obsession, with Mogadishu. 
Th e Somali capital has been in a state 
of quite spectacular anarchy for two 
decades, but it’s changing fast these days 
and although we still need to hire security 
guards and keep a low profi le, we can get 
away with about six gunmen rather than 
the twenty or so which were considered 
essential a few years ago.
 Th e bombs haven’t altogether stopped. 
But thousands of British Somalis have 
started to return. In fact if you go to 

the spectacular beachfront on a Friday 
aft ernoon almost every other accent will 
have a distinct Wembley or South London 
twang. So I’ve been doing reports about 
estate agents and restaurateurs as much 
as about warlords and Islamist militants. 
Later this year I hope to return to the 
pirate town of Eyl, which now has to look 
for new revenue streams aft er most ships 
passing within range started carrying 
trigger-happy guards on-board.
 For me, and for most foreign 
correspondents on the continent, the 
beginning of 2013 was dominated by the 
war in Mali – and the French-led battle to 
push a messy alliance of Al Qaeda-linked 
rebels and Touareg groups out of the 
north of the country. 

 On my fi rst trip to Timbuktu four years 
ago I fl ew in to the desert town, stayed at 
a charming French boutique hotel, and 
was reassured by almost everyone that the 
threat from Islamist militants was being 
wildly exaggerated. Th is time we ended 
up driving for three days from Bamako, 
skirting into the spectacular hills and 
manicured villages of Dogon country 
in order to avoid some unfriendly army 
checkpoints, and then heading up into the 
desert to get to Timbuktu just aft er it had 
fallen to the French. 
 I remember arriving at nightfall 
on the wrong side of the Niger river 
outside town, abandoning our cars, and 

persuading some fi shermen to take us 
across in their canoe. Stars, birdsong and 
the imposing silence of the Sahara – one 
of those (fortunately frequent) moments 
that makes this job so addictive.
 President Hollande turned up a few 
days later and the crowds in Timbuktu 
went wild. My strongest memory is of a 
stunning young woman showing off  her 
skimpy new dress in the street, to the 
cheers of her female friends, and saying 
“the Islamists made us cover up – but look 
at me. Am I not beautiful?!”
Th en there was Oscar Pistorius. 
 Whenever I’m back in Britain (not 
oft en these days) the only thing friends 
really want to know seems to be whether 
or not he deliberately murdered his 
girlfriend.
 Th e trial probably won’t happen 
until next year. Th e bail hearing was an 
extraordinary, riveting experience. Just 
getting into the crowded courtroom was 
an adventure in itself – imagine a couple 
of hundred sharp-elbowed journalists 
trying every trick in the book to sneak 
past the competition. I spent a lot of time 
hiding in the canteen and sprinting up 
back stairs to ensure I got a ring-side seat 
each morning about 2 metres away from 
the sobbing sports star.
And my theory? 
 I don’t buy the premeditated murder 
line. At least not from what I saw and heard 
at the bail hearing. I think Pistorius made 
a mad, criminal, unforgiveable mistake, 
and he’ll be found guilty of culpable 
homicide and given a big fi ne and, if 
he’s very lucky, a heft y but suspended 
sentence. Th e forensics will be key, so will 
his performance on the witness stand. PTO 

Mandela, Mugabe and Timbuktu
Andrew Harding (GR 1980-85) looks back on a year of reporting from Africa 

Stars, birdsong and the imposing 
silence of the Sahara
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Mary Sparks (LN 1973-75) encounters the Sarajevo present 
while researching its past

To people unfamiliar with 
Sarajevo the name may conjure 
up images of the violent 
assassination of an Archduke 

almost one hundred years ago, or in the 
more recent past the drama of burning 
buildings and the rattle of sniper fi re 
which was played out on UK television 
screens during the Bosnian war of 1992-5, 
as Yugoslavia was gradually and painfully 
broken up. When I announced in early 
2004 that I was going there to live for 
the next two years, some friends were 
concerned that I might be in danger, and 
that the guns were still fi ring.

In some ways they were right: drunken or 
one-handed taxi-drivers were a potential 
hazard when coming home from a 
night out, and at Christmas and New 
Year celebratory rifl e fi re could be heard 
ricocheting around the mountains which 
encircled the city. However, generally-
speaking, Sarajevo felt safe. Small 
shell holes and bullet-marks on roads, 
pavements and walls were an everyday 
reminder of what had happened  so 
relatively recently, and many buildings 
with blackened windows and shattered 
facades, including the University Library, 
showed the huge level of damage which 
Sarajevo had sustained during its 
thousand-day siege. It would be easy to 
present a picture which foregrounds the 
dramatic and the dangerous, and yet what 
struck me most forcibly was the sense of 
optimism, of continuing daily life despite 
the diffi  culties, of small ordinarinesses, 

and of slow, yet steady, building up. In 
the time I was there, many pavements 
and roads were re-surfaced, some of the 
Austro-Hungarian buildings in the city 
centre received facelift s, and the shattered 
maternity hospital was rebuilt. 

Th e people had suff ered hugely in the 
confl ict. Row upon row of graves on the 
hillside below our house were a poignant 

testament to their loss. Many elderly people 
mourned sons and daughters, lost not only 
to the war, but by working permanently 
abroad to send money to families at home. 
Th e Communist past lingered, in the grey 
and crumbling tower blocks and wide 

Stared at in 
Bosnia

It’s worth remembering that crazy 
things happen in South Africa. 
Th ink of the Dewani murder… 
Th is is an angry country where a 
lot of people carry guns, agonise 
about security, and wake up in a 
blind panic if they hear noises in the 
middle of the night.
 Th e most recent big story here 
has been Zimbabwe’s election. 
Maddeningly, Mr Mugabe’s aides 
decided I wasn’t welcome. Aft er 
years sneaking in undercover, the 
BBC is no longer “banned” and 
I’ve been going in fairly regularly 
and even interviewed the President 
himself. In March I went to cover 
a rather dull referendum on a new 
constitution. I’m not sure it would 
have squeezed onto the Ten O’clock 
news. But then, a few hours before 
we sat down to edit the report, I 
decided to fi lm one more sequence 
in a suburb where MDC activists 
were campaigning. 
 Th e group was quickly and 
violently attacked by a mob. And so 
were we. Lots of punches, kicks and 
some spectacularly smelly fi sh guts 
in water were thrown… Bruised 
but otherwise fi ne, we tried to put 
the incident in some context in our 
report that night – pointing out that 
the country was generally peaceful, 
but that there were clearly still big 
tensions. 
 But ZANU PF wasn’t impressed. 
Th e next day, the state media – 
which chooses to see no distinction 
between the BBC and the British 
government –  accused us of staging 
the entire incident to discredit them. 
 Now – following his highly 
controversial electoral landslide –  
Mr Mugabe is in a stronger position 
than ever and I’m not sure if, or 
when, I’ll be allowed back in.
 In the meantime, I notice that my 
tow-bar is now attached to the car, 
and the weekend, some fi ne South 
African wine, and maybe a few lamb 
chops on the braai, all beckon.
 Andrew was formerly in Moscow 
1991-2000, spending 1994-96 in the 
Caucasus, reporting on the Chechen 
wars whilst based in Georgia.  He 
moved to Nairobi for 2000-04, and 
then to Singapore and Bangkok 
2004-08; he was the main BBC 
reporter on the devastation caused by 
the tsunami.  He has been based in 
Johannesburg, with his wife and three 
sons, since 2009.
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University Library (1896) beside the river Miljacka

streets of the post-World War II city to 
the west, and in work practices and wages 
whereby, for example, it was still cheapest 
to hire teams of women with scythes 
to mow the roadside verges and shovel 
snow. Heavily-bureaucratic systems for 
collection of parcels and payment of bills 
meant that plenty 
of time had 
to be allowed 
for routine 
administrative 
tasks, and the 
o f t e n - d a r k 
and meagrely-
stocked stores 
on the edges 
of the city 
made shopping 
an exercise in 
lateral thinking. Th at said, in 
the city centre there were brightly-lit 
modern shops selling expensive western 
consumer items, and the new out-of-town 
supermarket was very popular. 

A new car was a status symbol, but many 
people walked everywhere, or rode on the 
excellent system of trams and trolleybuses, 
running again aft er the confl ict and 
using donations of second-hand rolling 
stock from all over Central Europe. Th e 
streets in the centre were usually fi lled 
with pedestrians, gypsy women selling 
sunglasses or umbrellas (dependent on 
weather) along the edges of the pavements, 
and beggars, including children busking 
and cleaning windscreens whenever cars 

stopped at traffi  c lights. On summer 
evenings we joined the corso, the 
Mediterranean  tradition which goes back 
to the time of Adam and Eve, of walking 
in the streets in the cool of the evening. 
Sarajevans dress in their best, stroll, fl irt, 

show off  their children 
and have a drink with 
friends in the cafés and 
parks in the city centre. 

Th e vibrant cultural 
life included opera, 
a fi lm festival, 
intimate chamber 
concerts in the 
converted Ottoman 
bath houses, and 

the open-air music 
festival in the city centre where lieder 
singers would stop in mid-song while 
the muezzin called the faithful at dusk to 
prayers from minarets throughout the city, 
carrying on seamlessly when the adhan 
was complete. Perhaps the most moving 
concert was a performance by students 
of the Music Conservatory of Purcell’s 
Dido and Aeneas, in the shattered library 
building, among the broken columns and 
rubble. Th anks to the Yugoslav tradition 
of culture for all, supported by truly 
inexpensive ticket prices, audiences were 
a splendid mix of ages and types. 

Sarajevo is not easy. Th ough I enjoyed the 
fascinating mix of Ottoman and Austro-
Hungarian buildings in its historic centre, 
public mistrust of foreigners (created at 

least in part by the patronising attitudes 
of many Westerners) made everyday life 
for an outsider challenging. Bosnians are 
very good at openly staring: it was easier 
for a shopkeeper to say ‘no’ to a half-
understood request in my halting Bosnian 
than try to supply what I wanted. Eff orts 
to cook could be thwarted by unexpected 
interruptions to electricity and water 
supplies (sometimes simultaneously) and 
lines of enquiry in my historical research 
in the city archives oft en had to be 
abandoned when it became clear that the 
relevant material had been destroyed in 
the recent war, or had become unavailable 
as a result of post-war reorganisation.  
However, the Bosnians who became our 
friends while we were there were kind, 
generous and welcoming, and we learned 
a huge amount from them about what it 
means to be a citizen of Sarajevo in the 
early 21st century. 

Mary last year completed a PhD thesis on 
the urban history of Austro-Hungarian 
Sarajevo, 1878-1918.  Th is has now been 
accepted as a book, and will be published 
under the Bloomsbury Academic imprint.  
Since the eyes of everyone will soon be on 
the hundredth anniversary of the start of 
the Great War, Mary’s account of the two 
and a half years she lived there can serve as 
an introduction to OKS participation in the 
terrible events of those four years.

Photographs by Mary Sparks
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I’ve been teaching secondary school 
science in the Fairbanks, Alaska area 
for the past fi ft een years.  Living here, I 

have become interested in how ecosystems 
are changing in response to global climate 
change.   Many of my students express 
solidarity with the local bumper sticker 
that proclaims: “Alaskans for Global 
Warming”, whenever temperatures hover 
near forty degrees below zero.  However, I 
try to make them aware that the air, land 
and waters of their own state are the focus 
of many national and 
international research 
projects centered 
on the changing 
atmospheric, land and 
ocean systems.

To participate in 
and learn from an ongoing climate 
change research project, I applied to 
the PolarTREC program.  PolarTREC 
stands for Polar Teachers and Researchers 
Exploring and Collaborating: www.
polartrec.com.  It is managed by the 
Arctic Research Consortium of the 
United States, www.arcus.org, and funded 
by the National Science Foundation.  I was 
paired with Kimberly Miller, a researcher 
based out of San Diego State University 
(California) who is studying methane 

emissions and carbon cycling dynamics 
in northern Finnish wetlands.  

Kim and I were based at the Kevo 
Research Station, a wonderful facility on 
Kevo Lake in northern Finnish Lapland: 
www.kevo.utu.fi /en/.  We collected gas 
and soil samples from a nearby wetland 
for later analysis.  Wetlands cover a 
signifi cant portion of the circumpolar 
north, and the soil microbes in these 
wetlands emit signifi cant quantities of 

carbon dioxide and methane as they 
metabolize organic matter in an oxygen-
defi cient environment. Both of these 
gases are considered greenhouse gases, 
contributing to the warming of our 
global atmosphere.  Kim is particularly 
interested in collecting data on methane, 
as it is a powerful (twenty-fi ve times 
more eff ective than carbon dioxide at 
retaining heat in the atmosphere) but 
less researched greenhouse gas.  Th e 
data from Finland will become part of a 

From Alaska to 
Finland

Carol Scott (GL 1977-78), daughter of former Galpin’s 
Housemaster Neil (Common Room 1953-69) and Jill Scott, brings 
the reality of climate change to the classroom

Climate change science as a 
bridge across cultures 
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Kevo Lake, Finland

Soil sampling at Petsikko Wetlands

broader northern wetlands study Kim has 
been involved with.  She has done similar 
work in the Alaskan arctic.

Not only did I participate in the fi eld and 
lab research, but my tasks as a PolarTREC 
teacher also included outreach.  I posted 
journal entries that explained the research, 
hopefully making it accessible to a wide 
range of readers.   Other journal entries 
delved into a variety of topics related to 
my experience in Finland.  Th ese journals, 

along with an archive of a live web 
seminar we presented, can be 
accessed through the Polartrec 
website.

One of my goals was to be able 
to explain the science behind 
Kim’s wetlands work to twelve-
year-old students.  We were sometimes 
discussing university-level chemistry, 
much of which I’ll admit I had forgotten, 
despite my Dad having been a King’s 
School chemistry teacher!  I had to work 
hard to break down the concepts, trying 
to clearly explain them.  I came away with 
many ideas that will translate into future 
student science activities and projects.  

Th is PolarTREC adventure was the 
best professional development I have 
experienced in a long time.  Not only 
was I able to live in northern Finland 
meeting terrifi c people while working in 
a beautiful setting, but I also came away 
with a deep sense of connection.  I started 
to see climate change science as a bridge 
across cultures.  

As we increasingly feel the impacts of 
climate change globally, I have become 
more deeply committed to involving 
students in climate change science.  

Instead of classroom 
teaching this school year, I am 
on leave, working independently to set 
up student fi eld science programs that 
focus on Earth Systems/Climate Change 
science.  If anyone has ideas related to this 
endeavour, please contact me!

carolscott@mosquitonet.com

Photographs by Carol Scott

Gas sampling at Petsikko Wetlands, Finland
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‘Team Flighty’ consists of Simon (my 
husband and navigator extraordinaire), 
Flighty (our Bugatti type 37A) and myself 
(driver). We have a passion for competing 
in motoring events called Regularity Trials 
which entail crossing a pressure tube to 
within 100th of a second of an allotted 
time in order to gain the maximum 
points. Th e modern-day Mille Miglia is 
such an Italian motoring event that occurs 
each year during May. Th e route runs from 
Brescia to Rome and then back to Brescia, 
totalling 1000 miles. En route there are 50 
plus regularity trials. 
 Th e Mille Miglia 2013 took place from 
Th ursday 16 May, until Saturday 18 May. 
Very appropriately we had been allocated 
the start number 37! 
 We woke on the 16th to a morning of 
intermittent drizzle but one look at the 
weather forecast revealed that the ‘wet 
weather’ gear was going to be an essential; 
not the most glamorous thing, but 
essential. In ‘Flighty’ you are at one with 
the elements. 
 Our start time was 18:57 so darkness 
and a very wet drive lay ahead – thank 
goodness Simon is a gentleman who 
always has a handkerchief on him, essential 
when you don’t have wipers and the rain is 
cascading down! As undeterred by the rain 
as the car crews, the general public lined 
the roadside, encouraging the cars along. 
Indeed on the Mille Miglia the crowds are 
present along much of the route so if there 
are no crowds you know you have gone 
off  route. We reached Ferrara at 00:42, 
having completed 16 regularity trials. 
Th ere was as much water inside Flighty as 
there was outside and we found the rain 
had been so heavy it had even managed to 
penetrate our sturdy motor cycling jackets 
– “bedraggled” comes to mind! 

 Friday started dry but cool. Flighty 
only needed a little oil and water as well 
as a plug change and clutch adjustment. 
Th en at 07:57 we set off  for Rome via San 
Marino and other beautiful cities, though 
one is concentrating so much on the road 
one only admires where one has been 
when viewing the photographs aft er the 
event. We arrived in Rome at 21:12 having 
done a further 19 regularity trials and 
having again meet wet weather. Aft er a 
tour of Rome escorted by the local police, 
we fell into bed at midnight, knowing we 
must be up in 4 hours in order to prepare 
Flighty for the long trip back to Brescia. 
With a start time of 06:27 we headed back 
to Brescia. With every mile travelled the 
quiet excitement that we might fi nish 
the event rose, though this was quickly 
cooled when we heard that friends in 
a Bugatti were out of the event having 
been involved in an accident. For many 
reasons, a large proportion of cars fail to 
complete the route. As we neared Brescia, 
the crowds thickened and were as excited 
as we were to have an eighty-fi ve year old 
sports car still eagerly driving towards her 
goal.
 At 22:27, aft er 1000 miles and 61 
regularity trials, Flighty crossed the fi nish 
line with two extremely road-grimed 
(on taking the glasses off  we looked like 
a pair of Pandas in a photo negative) yet 
beaming occupants. We had made it!
 Th e prize-giving on the Sunday 
resulted in even more pride when we 
received cups for being placed 33rd out of 
a start number of 420 cars but also highest 
placed U.K. Team. What more could we 
have asked for.......well, perhaps to be 
accepted next year and to improve the 
team’s placing.

Team Flighty

Frederica Kirkpatrick 
(née Gedge, SH 1976-77) 
describes the excitement of 
taking part in the modern 
Mille Miglia
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During the course of a 
lively and entertaining 
speech, ideally suited 
to the occasion, Bob 
Cooling recalled that 

“Linacre was once the home of Admiral 
Nelson’s brother, Canon Nelson, and 
Horatio was a regular guest along with 
Lady Hamilton. [Or so legend has it!] 
Apparently it was a very popular party 
location for the Nelsons and their 
friends, and indeed I do recall some 
pretty wild parties when Chris Millar 
our housemaster was called away on 
duty!”

Aft er a distinctive explanation of the 
diff erence between an iron and a brass 
monkey (the latter word referring to the 
indented plate on which cannon balls 
were piled), the speaker addressed both 
those present and those not: “Parents 
and grandparents… the Royal Navy, 
indeed all of the Armed Forces, remain 
a great career choice for young men 
and women who are sparked by a sense 
of adventure, service, camaraderie 
and achievement. Contrary to popular 
opinion Service life actually suits the 
full spectrum of personalities from 
outgoing, active and slightly rebellious 
to the more deliberate and conformist. 
Th ankfully there is no one model that 
leads to success, what is needed is just 
a deep commitment, good leadership 
skills and the determination to succeed.”

Bob Cooling continued by praising 
the standards still maintained by the 
Royal Navy: “My second message is 
that through a potent combination 
of  education, training, heritage and 

know-how the Royal Navy continues to 
set the standard in maritime operations 
worldwide, and in doing so serves this 
Nation proudly wherever the White 
Ensign is fl own. Interestingly I have 
yet to meet another navy that is not 
delighted to work with us.”

However, as a nation “we have a terrible 
habit of throwing away what we are 
genuinely admired for internationally… 
the Armed Forces have been subjected 
to a series of deep defence cuts over the 
last few years and to put that in context 
the Royal Navy is now less than half the 
size that it was when I joined in 1978.  
Put another way, the combined strength 
of the RN and RM is 10,000 less than the 
uniformed members of the Metropolitan 
Police service. As Calvin Coolidge (the 
30th President of the US) once said, ‘Th e 
nation that forgets its defenders will be 
itself soon forgotten”.

Th e third and fi nal message was 
illustrated by one of the evening’s 
salty examples, though with a serious 
purpose.  Purportedly, to incentivise 
voluntary redundancy candidates were 
off ered a bonus of £1,000 for every 
inch measured in a straight line across 
the body: “Grizzly old Royal Marine 
Warrant Offi  cer – tip of my Johnson 
to my testicles – MOD assessor rather 
embarrassed and suggested the WO 
might like to choose more lucrative 
dimensions – WO insisted – out came 
the tape measure and the doctor asked 
the WO to drop his pants.  Th e doctor 
started to measure…….. Good God 
man, he exclaimed, where are your 
testicles? Afghanistan, came the reply!”

To support Armed Forces charities 
like Help for Heroes, to employ ex-
Servicemen and women, these are 
fundamental duties for a society.  In a 
note to his speech, Bob Cooling attached 
the words of Mustafa Atatürk in 1934, 
addressed to “Th ose heroes that shed 
their blood and lost their lives…You 
are now living in the soil of a friendly 
country. Th erefore rest in peace. Th ere is 
no diff erence between the Johnnies and 
the Mehmets to us where they lie side by 
side here in this country of ours…You, 
the mothers, who sent their sons from 
faraway countries wipe away your tears; 
your sons are now lying in our bosom 
and are in peace, aft er having lost their 
lives on this land they have become our 
sons as well.”

Th e speaker concluded: “I would ask 
you to join me in observing that today 
is ANZAC day when we remember 
11,000 brave servicemen from Australia 
and New Zealand who lost their lives 
at Gallipoli in 1915 alongside 20,000 
British casualties and a similar number 
among the defending Turks.  Please 
stand and join me in a toast to all those 
who fell at Gallipoli – May they rest in 
Peace.”

OKS London 
Dinner 2013
The London Dinner was 
held – thanks to Bursar Mark 
Taylor – at a magnifi cent new 
venue, The Cavalry & Guards 
Club in Piccadilly on 25 April.  
Reception Drinks were held 
in the Field Marshal’s Room, 
and this year’s speaker was 
Vice Admiral Robert Cooling 
CB (LN 1971-75).
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OKS May Reunion 2013
Th ose from the 1987-2012 years who 
came to the Annual May gathering 
on Saturday the 18th were able to 
enjoy the skills of Andy Snook and his 
team in the handsome setting of St. 
Augustine’s Refectory; and a very good 
turnout of existing and past staff  fully 
complemented the occasion.

Th is was the fi rst hosting of the 
occasion by OKS Vice President 
Charlotte Pragnell (MT 1988-90), and 
in her speech she fully did justice to 
OKS events and sport, thanking the 
King’s Alumni team for everything 
they do so well.  In particular she drew 
attention to the increasing value put 
on the OKS Careers Day at the School 
each year; it is to be hoped that in 2014 
more female OKS and more science-
employed OKS will speak.

On Sunday 19th May Grange OKS were 
treated to the school’s hospitality at a 
lunch hosted by the Headmaster, Peter 
Roberts, and the Housemaster, Marc 
Dath. Th e occasion, an 85th Anniversary, 
gave most assembled a fi rst chance to see 
the old Grange now transformed into 
the Edred Wright Music School and the 
new Grange transplanted to the precinct 
of St Augustine’s. No longer a labyrinth 
of corridors with easy access to the 
temptations of the town, Th e Grange is 
now a modern, purpose-built boarding 
house with the more appropriate 
infl uence of monastic serenity, hopefully 
to encourage today’s incumbents to 
greater study.

Th is was very well attended, including 
the last pre-war Head of House, Tom 
Watts (1934-39), of the Colonial Service 
and then Bursar of Ashford School, and 
also godfather of His Honour Sir Charles 
Haddon-Cave, known especially for the 
Nimrod Enquiry, who accompanied him.

Th e current Head of House, Louis 
Bromfi eld, attended, alongside recent 
leavers Eddie Gilmore, last year’s School 
Captain, and his brother Alex Gilmore, 
a former Vice-Captain of School, both 
Oxford men. 

Among the others I noticed (and there 
were many more) were: from the 1950s, 
Barry Lock, past Senior Partner at Allen 
and Overy, Silvester Mazzarella, Michael 
Cawthorne, Desmond Kelly, ex Senior 
Psychiatrist of the Priory Clinic and 
a tutee of Paul Pollak; from the1970s, 
Graham Harris, Michael Landymore, 
David Neale and Lisa Starns; and from the 
early 1980s, Elizabeth Hess (née Bannan), 
OKS President James Bartlett, Richard 
Briggs, Charles Bird, James Rushton and 
Justin Weston.

We enjoyed several entertaining speeches. 
Peter Roberts, the Headmaster, confessed 
to Th e Grange being one of his favourite 
houses for the colour and character it 
brought to the school as a whole. Marc 
Dath, the current Housemaster, reminded 
us that Th e Grange was founded by 
Norman Birley, in 1928, as the fi rst House to 
separate from School House. Th e original 
Grange buildings however had housed 
boys since the 1860s, so he suggested 
that we might be better celebrating its 

The Grange 85th Anniversary Reunion
Justin Snoxall (GR 1975-79) catches up with old Grange and new

150th Anniversary. He also 
announced his own retirement 
as Housemaster in 2014 
and introduced us to Mark 
Orders, who becomes the next 
Housemaster then.

Stephen Woodley (Housemaster 
1979-91) spoke modestly about 
the rigours of moving from being 
a tutor to day pupils in Marlowe 
to becoming the Housemaster of 
Th e Grange. He could now joke 
that the old Grange buildings had 
been conveniently positioned 
with access to the town from all 
corners. Clearly though, at the 
time, this was more of a challenge 
than a joke!

Despite having maintained contact 
with the School through my own 
second daughter Annabel (HH 
2007-10), the day was a fresh 
reminder of past friends, of travails, 
and also of the happiness of past 
times.

On leaving Oxford, Justin made his early career 
with John Swire and Sons in the Asia Pacifi c, where 
latterly he ran a global weather forecasting business 
based in Silicon Valley and developed fl ight kitchens 

with Cathay Pacifi c’s joint venture partners.  Justin 
returned from Hong Kong in 1996 and has spent 
the past eleven years with British Land where he is 
responsible for the portfolio’s sustainability strategy.
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Richard Roberts, Tim Hands, Peter Brodie, Pam Duesbury, George Robertson, Jon Hutchings et al

John Batchelor 
(GL 1955-60) appreciates 
the continuity 

This was a major gathering on 
Sunday 9th June of over 90 people 
from the 60 years of Galpin’s 

history. To support Jon Hutchings, the 
present Housemaster, and his team, 
there was a strong showing from the 
past including David Goodes, musician 
and rowing club enthusiast, and 
Housemasters Richard Roberts, (and 
a message from Neil Scott), George 
Robertson, Tim Hands and Peter 
Brodie.  Th e gathering reminded us 
that a house in a public school is not 
just about education; it is also a kind of 
family and a transmitter of history and 
values.  Th ose of us in our 70s and 80s 
inevitably reminisced a good deal, and 
we agreed that Galpin’s had promoted 
independence and individuality. We were 
into everything:  rowing, rugby, music, 
theatricals (many of us were in the 1956 
Mikado where Roger Snell, captain of 
house and subsequently a distinguished 
business man, was a powerful and 
confi dent Pooh Bah). Th ere were new 
discoveries: I had not known that a 
‘galpin’ (shown on the Galpin’s tie, and 
also known as a ‘calthrop’) was a Tudor 
weapon for laming cavalry horses. 

What about work?  S.S. Sopwith, 
housemaster of Galpin’s in 1955, instilled 
habits of focused reading and clear 
writing which would last a lifetime; R.W. 

Purnell introduced us to Shakespeare 
with his own inimitable readings; Ronald 
Smith, the pianist, gave his pupils a 
permanent sense of what it meant to 
hone a skill to a high level; the director of 
studies R.W. Harris successfully groomed 
about a dozen boys a year to entrance 
scholarships at Oxford and Cambridge. 

At the Reunion lunch Richard Roberts, 
who succeeded Sopwith as leader of 
Galpin’s in 1957, told me that when 
he had been a boy in the school it 
was Sopwith’s study skills that gave 
him a fi rm base for his distinguished 

academic performance as a Cambridge 
undergraduate. Galpin’s has always been 
musical and academic, and some of 
the gathering refl ected those traditions 
(Godfrey Salmon, Richard Halsey); but 
the career pattern was rich and diverse, 
and included farming (Richard and 
Jenny Beaugié and Peter and Jill Webb) 
and the law and other businesses and 
professions (Richard Lane was both a 
musician and an antique dealer). Th e 

church was one of King’s strengths as 
well: Will Mowll was until recently one 
of the Queen’s Chaplains and Rural Dean 
of Ospringe. He and his wife Sue have a 
grand-daughter, Sophie Mowll, who is in 
the School now and is the 16th member 
of the Mowll family to be a pupil at the 
school.

Physically Galpin’s has been shift ed 
fi rmly into the 21st century; the boys 
enjoy levels of comfort and privacy 
(and hygiene) which were defi nitely not 
available in the 1950s. We then had 27 
beds in the medieval ‘pool’ dormitory, 
almost as many in the converted chapel, 
an eight man communal bathroom 
on the ground fl oor (sometimes 
inadvertently invaded by startled 
great-aunts) and generations of white 
mice breeding in the tuck cupboard.  
But as Jon Hutchings, James Bartlett, 
OKS President, and Peter Roberts, the 
Headmaster, all stressed in their closing 
remarks, the essential strengths of 
Galpin’s are unchanged. 

John is Emeritus Professor of English 
Literature at the University of Newcastle 
and was formerly a Fellow of New College, 
Oxford.  His most recent biography, of 
Alfred Tennyson, was well-received and 
his other biographical books have taken 
Ruskin and Conrad as their subjects.  He 
is working on a new study of Rudyard 
Kipling.

Galpin’s 60th Anniversary Reunion
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Th is was a well-attended event, with 
over a hundred people present, and was 
preceded by Drinks in the splendour 
of Th e Dean’s Garden (for which many 
thanks).  OKS President James Bartlett 
paid tribute to members of staff  Phil 
Fox, former Housemaster  of 
Mitchinson’s and 
Cindy Messenger, 
former Senior 
Matron, who are 
retiring, and to 
Raymond Mew 
who is moving on 
to Lancing College.  

Centre-piece of 
the occasion was 
the valedictory 
to the Guest of 
Honour, Director 
of Music Howard 
Ionascu. James Bartlett hailed Howard’s 
achievements and recent members of the 
Crypt Choir then delivered their vocal 
homage. Howard was “sung out” in style.

“Howard arrived in 2002 from RGS 
Guildford, where he was assistant to OKS 
Peter White. Another example of the 
power of the King’s School inheritance. 

Howard is an outstanding musician, 
and anyone at the musical events over 
the last eleven years will have been 
impressed by what they have heard ‒ the 
Choral Concerts in the Cathedral: with 
Howard conducting the English 

C h a m b e r 
O r c h e s t r a 
and Mark 
P a d m o r e 
(not to 

mention the Crypt Choir and 
some thirty OKS singers) in the Cathedral 
last year, for example; or Les Misérables 
and West Side Story in the Marlowe; and 
of course King’s Week ‒ so he’s not quite 

fi nished yet! But Howard has also had a 
wider infl uence on the musical life of the 
School beyond the big occasions, not least 
in congers (now that really is a challenge). 

One obvious monument to Howard’s time 
here is the new Music School, but even 
more important is the music-making 
itself. He has attracted gift ed Music 
Scholars to the School and he has nurtured 
their talent. Th ere are many promising 
young OKS singers, instrumentalists and 

composers embarking 
on their professional 
careers at the moment ‒ 
and they owe a great deal 
to Howard not just for 
what he did here but to 
his continuing support. 

He has enhanced the 
reputation of the School’s 
music ‒ not only in 
Canterbury and in the 
churches and country 
houses of Kent, but also 
around the world with the 

C r y pt Choir tours to America, 
South Africa, Australia and the Far East, 
as well as Monaco. 

OKS King’s Week Lunch
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As the annual OKS Lunch, at which 
Howard Ionascu was the Guest of 
Honour, came to a close with speeches, 
he had little idea of what was to follow.  
Huddled behind the refrigerator trailer 
parked at the business end of the King’s 
Week Marquee on the Green Court, fi ft y 
OKS singers waited impatiently for their 
surprise moment.

Having heard that Howard was to leave 
King’s that summer and take up the post 
of Head of the Junior Department at the 
Royal Academy of Music in London, 
musicians from throughout his time as 
HoD wanted to express their gratitude 
and bid him farewell during his fi nal 
King’s Week. 

Aft er some covert messaging between 
the OKS Offi  ce and a whole cohort of 
OKS on Facebook, a plan was hatched to 
organise a choir to sing some of Howard’s 
favourite pieces at the King’s Week 
Lunch.  OKS musicians from every outfi t 
of King’s extraordinary range of musical 
ensembles, orchestras, choirs, consorts 
and choral societies during Howard’s 
tenure responded.  

Th e plan afoot was for all to meet at 
midday on the day of the lunch in the 
discreet and tucked away Synagogue 
to rehearse a selection of music which 
included Pearsall’s Lay a Garland, 
Somewhere Over the Rainbow and Blue 
Moon.  Amid the chaotic workload of 

King’s Week preparations, booklets of the 
music had been stealthily compiled by 
Music Secretary Jenny McLeod. 

Patrick Allies took the rehearsal and from 
the fi rst few bars it was clear that this was 
to be a musical experience to remember.  
When the time came the crowd set off  for 
the Green Court.  Loitering at fi rst out of 
sight under the Schoolroom, old friends 
noisily reminisced of lessons, rehearsals 
and tours taken by Howard.

Susan Tingle was continually updating 
Ed Rex, who had organised the choir, 
by text on the progress of events at the 
lunch.  With minutes to go the excited 
crowd crept towards the Green Court, 
the sense of excitement and anticipation 
palpable, and on cue the singers fi led into 
the Marquee.

A surprised and (let’s be honest) somewhat 
teary Howard conducted the fi nal number 
to a standing ovation, but not before the 
Dolphin Pub on St Radigund’s Street 
was set as the postprandial rendezvous. 
Howard’s husband, Richard, generously 
bankrolled the musicians’ fi rst round 
and the aft ernoon continued with the 
same frivolity as it had begun.  We will all 
miss Howard and many of us are greatly 
indebted to him, but the day also made 
for a good occasion to share stories and 
reminisce over his time at King’s, which 
has been full of great achievements.

Serenading 
Howard

Tristan Hambleton (MO 2002-07), one of the 
outstanding young musicians of Howard Ionascu’s time, 
describes the vocal tribute to him 

If any of you want a reminder of the 
quality of music under Howard, you 
should view the video clips on the 
school website ‒ especially A Spotless 
Rose from last Christmas ‒ or maybe 
get copies of the various CDs. Th e 
latest ‒ Choral Evensong for the Feast 
of St Augustine ‒ is available from the 
Box Offi  ce marquee. (Th ere’s a picture 
of the School hymn book on the cover 
‒ so that should bring back memories, 
too.)

Th e OKS Music Committee will miss 
his company at their meetings, and 
his full and enthusiastic participation 
in OKS Concerts in Canterbury and 
London. But we hope to see him at 
future events ‒ and maybe Julia can 
persuade him to do a bit of conducting. 

Howard is off  to head the Junior 
Academy of the Royal Academy of 
Music. Th is is a major challenge, but he 
is sure to be a great success. We thank 
him for all he has done here ‒ and wish 

him all the best.”



KEY
Ancient & Modern (AM): Old 
meets new in dramatic style.
Bucket List (BL): A must-see.
Hidden Gems (HG): Oft en missed 
jewels in the crown.
Location (L): Spoilt for choice, but 
here the setting adds special value.
Newcomer (NC): King’s Week 
grows and changes every year.
Old Favourite (OF): Events which 
are part of the fabric and never 
disappoint.
Pupils’ Choice (PC): Parents 
scramble for seats here.
Sellout (SO): Tickets go as soon 
as the box offi  ce opens. Set your 
alarm and have your fi nger on the 
computer key.
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Cream Tea in the Archdeacon’s Garden

Portia

I am now an Old King’s Parent (OKP) 
with eleven King’s Weeks behind me. 
What follows is a personal guide to this 
iconic annual festival, an attempt to 
capture some of its magic, and a fond look 
back at what will be a sorely missed date 
in our diary. 

EVENTS
Speeches in Chapter House (AM) (L) 
(HG)
Rhetoric has been part of the education 
here since the 7th century. Nowadays 
Remove pupils, framed by the pillars of 
this splendid room, throw their voices up 
into the vaulted ceiling 
to perform everything 
from Yeats and 
Churchill to fi lm scripts 
and spoken word poets 
whose platforms are 
YouTube and Twitter. 
Minty Chapman 
accompanied her 
winning delivery of 
“Why I hate school 
but love education” 
by Suli Breaks (see 
YouTube) with the 
slam of schoolbooks 
hitting the fl agstone 
fl oor of this 
centuries old educational establishment – 
delicious irony.

Jazz on a Summer Sunset (BL) (SO) 
(OF) 
Th is “chillaxed” King’s Week opener 
provides a chance to sit back and enjoy 

mellow music from seasoned old timers 
and young pretenders on the jazz scene. 
Louise Augustine’s dark soul, Dan 
Wilson’s light touch, Lewis Cullen’s Bublé-
esque suaveness and Robbie Ellison’s 
cool vibraphone were equally matched 
for maturity by India Rostenberg and 

Milly Baker. Will Fairbairn and 
crew played us through 
the evening with style and 
verve. No ticket? Lay a rug 
down outside and chill.

Music at Lunchtime & 
Composers Concert (HG) 
(L)
No better way to digest lunch 
than to wander round to the 
intimate  setting of the Old 
Synagogue and enjoy some 
talented ensemble playing and 
musical lollipops, or hear works 
by budding young composers 
premiered. Stephen Matthews 
teaches by example: Siân 

Robinson’s performance of an oboe piece 
he composed for her was a highlight.

Marquee Moments: Th e Voice, House 
Harmonies, Songs from the Shows, 
Wind Band Concert (PC) 

Jane Chilcott, mother of George, William and Arthur, refl ects on her fi nal King’s Week

An OKP’s Guide to King’s Week
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Merchant of Venice: Portia and Bassanio

Th e Lark Ascending

Th e queue to audition for “Th e Voice” 
went all around the building and revealed 
a plethora of undiscovered talent. Girls 
with guitars, used to strumming and 
humming alone in their rooms, looked 
pleasantly surprised by the cheers of 
their peers, while Remove twins Th eo 
and Bertie Pedrick (like the Gallaghers 
but with more charm) made geek the 
new chic.  Brainchild of the inimitable 
Dimitri Gripari, who gave a looping pedal 
masterclass in his version of “Wayfaring 
Stranger”. 

House Harmonies also brings out new as 
well as established talent, and vociferous 
but good humoured rivalry in the crowd. 
Songs from the Shows now plays to a 
packed marquee, having begun as a 
small event in the Social Centre, and the 
choreography is a taster for KiDaCo’s 
dazzling dance show. Two orchestras give 
everyone a chance to play (and save puff !) 
under the baton of Nick Todd who glowed 
with energy and eff ort again in the Wind 
Band Concert. 

Queen (SO) (AM) (PC) (BL)
Be it Simon & Garfunkel, Pink Floyd, 
Bob Marley or the Beatles, this is always a 
sellout event. Six powerful vocalists and a 
stunning band showed the extraordinary 
range and talent of Freddie Mercury. St 
Alphege’s, built in 1070, literally rocked 
as Queen burst into life and nearly took 
the roof off , while people boogied in the 
pews. Th e free open air performance in 
St Augustine’s is a treat.Toddlers sway 
on shoulders and grannies groove on the 
grass in true festival style.

Serenade (L)( SO) (PC) (BL)
“Sure on this shining night”, as daylight 
fades and the fl oodlit cathedral glows 
above the hushed cloister, roosting pigeons 
clap their wings and golden sounds fi ll the 
air from the Serenade musicians, many do 
“weep for wonder”. Pure magic.

Cream Tea & Literary Tour (L) (HG) 
(AM) (BL)
Th e Archdeacon’s Garden is a beautiful 
setting for some choral amuse-bouches 
accompanied by the chink of china – 
 despite the frisson of sipping tea where 
murderous knights washed Th omas a 
Becket’s blood off  their swords.
A Literary Tour of Hugh Walpole’s 
breathtaking collection of manuscripts 
had us poring over the handwriting of 
Conrad, Kipling, the Brontës, George 
Eliot,Yeats and many more. Walpole’s wish 
was that future King’s pupils might do this 
too, but conservation and cost prevent. 
Don’t miss these rare literary gems.

Poetry Slam & King’s Parliament (NC) 
(L) (AM)
Memorial Court turned Roman-style 
forum, and brave new poets recited 
to an audience cum Poetry Slam jury 
seated on the steps,scorecards in hand. 
Dan Simpson, Canterbury Laureate and 
spoken word poet, was impressed and 
keen to run more workshops.  

St Augustine’s splendid refectory hosted a 
King’s Parliament, watched with amused 
admiration by Charles Powell (OKS) who 
himself prepped two Prime Ministers 
for the Westminster version. Uncannily 
realistic banter (“Growth down, the 
economy down..” “YOU sit down!”) and 
blatant posturing gave entertainment 
value to a pithy debate on Syria. 

Mint Yard Play (OF) (L) (BL) & Remove 
Play (HG) (AM)
As darkness fell on the Merchant of Venice 
the audience hung on every word, and 
some out of casement windows, around 
this atmospheric open air theatre. Emily 
Champion a perfect Portia, Patrick Demir 
a sinister Shylock and Arthur Chilcott 
an endearing Bassanio, supported by a 
strong cast.
Th e Remove play has a growing reputation 
for cutting edge, and Wertenbaker’s darkly 
beautiful Th e Love of the Nightingale was 
no exception. An ancient myth with a 
timeless subject – violence against women 
– handled in an adult and thoughtful way 
by a young cast, made uncomfortable but 
compelling viewing.

Jazz Concert (OF) (SO) (PC) (BL)
A brassy, show-off , crowd-pleaser which 
never disappoints. Th e MC mantle 
(white dinner jacket) this year fell on Will 
Fairbairn’s masterly shoulders, the soloists 
astounded with their elan, the King’s Men 
and King’s Swingers harmonised, the big 
band blew us away.

Classic King’s (OF) (BL) 
Bernstein, Copland, Finzi, Glinka, Saint-
Saëns, Vaughan Williams and others 
all featured in ambitious but superbly 
executed programmes for the Virtuosi 
and Gala Symphony Concerts. 

Dr Pidoux read Ogden Nash’s poems 
for the Carnival of the Animals with an 
aplomb and panache that matched the 
orchestra’s playing. 

Howard Ionascu’s swansong Gala Concert 
gave all his cherished 6A music scholars 
a chance to shine, and they did him 
proud. Hearing Th e Lark Ascending so 
sweetly from Fenella Chesterfi eld’s bow, 
supported with great sensitivity by the 
Symphony Orchestra, and accompanied 
by a blackbird and cathedral bells from 
the still of the summer night outside the 
open doors of Shirley Hall, was a magical 
end to King’s Week 2013.
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I was delighted to review this book since 
long spells in my own career have been 
spent working in psychiatric hospitals and 
clinics, and I also studied for two years in 
the 1980s at the Psychology Department at 
Roehampton (University of Surrey) within 
a stone’s throw of the Priory Hospital of 
which this book is a study.  I worked for 
twelve years in a psychiatric in-patient 
unit for young people at St Augustine’s 
Hospital, Canterbury (commonly known 
as ‘Chartham’ in Kent) and I note this 
hospital gets a mention in the book in a 
chapter about Princess Diana.

Inside the Priory is a treasure trove of 
anecdotes and personal accounts from 
staff  and patients which together give 
a very illuminating insight into the 
workings of this famous and highly 
esteemed psychiatric institution.  Th e star 
of the show is undoubtedly Dr Desmond 
Kelly, the Medical Director from 1980 
to 1997, who emerges from the pages of 
this book as an enlightened leader whose 
approach to his staff  team and patients 
was inspirational and humane.  Earnie 
Larsen, an American Psychotherapist 
who visited Dr Kelly at the Priory several 
times, makes no secret of his admiration:

Th e quality of the staff  ultimately refl ects 
the quality of the leadership.  In this regard, 
I can’t say enough about the leadership 
shown by Dr Kelly.  Th ere aren’t many 
people who rise to the position of authority 
attained by Dr Kelly who remain as humble, 
grateful and open to learn anything that 
may better his program than he.  If I had a 
hall of fame of most memorable people I’ve 
met along the way, Dr Kelly would certainly 
be there in a place of honour.

From my own experience working in both 
private and NHS psychiatric hospitals I 
can only echo these sentiments in as much 
as the quality of leadership is crucial, and 

where it is poor the patients suff er terribly, 
as we have seen only too graphically today 
in the state of some NHS hospitals.

Dee Bixley, who worked as Desmond 
Kelly’s PA at the Priory for fi ft een years, 
has succeeded in bringing together many 
interesting perspectives of the hospital and 
has also managed to interlace these with 
the story of her lost son Rob who contacts 
her as a young adult, having been with an 
adoptive family since early infancy.  At the 
age of 21 he comes back into her life only 
to die tragically young aft er reconnecting 
with his birth mother.  Although this sub-
narrative is not strictly relevant to the 
book Dee justifi es it in a rather moving 
way by asserting that it reveals how she 
and so many of us present our socially 
acceptable side to others and keep hidden 
less palatable aspects of our lives.  Telling 
her story about her son is, for her, a way of 
joining with the Priory patients in terms 
of being honest about personal pain.  
Indeed, many of the accounts of patients 
in the book give glimpses of their suff ering 
as well as their attempts to deny it.  Mental 
health problems are seen as deeply painful 
and having no respect for socio-economic 
boundaries.  Th is is so clearly shown in 
an account of Ruby Wax, who is quoted 
about depression:

Don’t forget that it usually hits the brightest 
and that’s the irony, because we are all in 
there (the Priory) thinking we are idiots.  
And it’s not any particular class – that’s why 
I always hate it when people say you have 
to be privileged to have depression.

Along the same lines we hear from a Yoga 
Teacher who holds classes at the Priory:

I remember once remarking to the 
secretaries that there had been a lovely girl 
in class that day.  Gosh she could be a model 
– I said.  Th ey told me it was Kate Moss!

Another star of the book is the grand 
hospital building itself which Desmond 
Kelly describes as a Strawberry Hill Gothic 
Extravaganza.  Th e Daily Express A-Z of 
Snobbery called it Th e Blenheim Palace of 
Mental Hospitals.  Finally, John Watney, 
the biographer of Mervyn Peake (himself 
a patient of the Priory) compared the 
building to: a cut-price Victorian verson of 
Gormenghast!

I will close this review with some words of 
Desmond Kelly, taken from his retirement 
speech when referring to what it is that 
seems to work in the Priory:

We’re passionate about our cause, focused 
in our thoughts, and we care for each 
other as family.  We can only succeed.  I’m 
an extremely lucky fellow to have had the 
opportunity to be at the helm.

Health professionals of today please take 
note!

Pertinacious readers of Off cuts will already 
know of Dr Desmond Kelly (GR 1948-53) 
as the author of Kelly’s Burma Campaign, 
which tells the story of the remarkable 
campaign his father led against the 
Japanese invaders in the Chin Hills where 
Norman Kelly was a colonial administrator 
in the Burma Frontier Service. In the West, 
the second half of the 20th century was to 
produce diff erent kinds of confl icts: those of 
the mind. 

Inside The Priory

The star of the show 
is undoubtedly 
Dr Desmond Kelly

The King’s School Psychotherapist and Counsellor David Challender reviews Dee Bixley’s 
book on the Priory Hospital
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At the heart of the National Health Service 
(NHS) lies a curious paradox. On the one 
hand, it delivers high-class medical and 
health care, free at the point of use, to most 
of the people for most of the time. On the 
other hand, it seems currently to be in the 
middle of a nightmarish series of crises 
in which several hospitals are accused of 
doing more harm than good, nurses are 
portrayed as being heartless and unfeeling, 
and managers are seen to be getting huge 
rewards for leading the NHS into disarray. 
Everyone is blaming everyone else, and 
the government is adding to the chaos by 
forcing through far-reaching changes in 
the Service that few understand and even 
fewer seem to want.
 What is going on? For anyone who 
wants intelligent answers and is prepared 
to invest time and eff ort in seeking them 
out, this book is (as the title coyly suggests) 
a godsend. Written by a journalist who has 
spent a great deal of time working with 
one of the most respected independent 
organisations engaged in the evaluation 
of the NHS, God Bless the NHS takes its 
readers step by step through the myriad of 
issues besetting the service. 
 Some of the issues are structural: any 
health service that is funded from general 
taxation and is free at the point of use is 
bound to fi nd itself inundated with far 
more demands upon its resources than 
it can possibly aff ord to meet. Some are 

managerial: the NHS is in the paradoxical 
position of having the professionals who 
control the technologies of medical care 
managed by lay people who cannot tell 
them what to do. Some of the issues are 
cultural: for many years, the NHS has 
embraced a culture of secrecy and blame, 
in which it has sometimes been more 
important to protect the government from 
embarrassment than to ensure that patients 
are treated with dignity and respect. And 
some are political: with no democratic 
mandate whatsoever, the Coalition 
government is forcing through costly and 
disruptive reforms with no idea of whether 
they will improve the NHS. On top of all of 
this, the Service has no agreed statement of 
its aims and objectives and only a limited 
capacity to evaluate what it does.
 Roger Taylor guides us through these 
assorted minefi elds – and plenty of others 
as well – with clarity and good sense. 
He is generally balanced and fair in his 
handling of his material, and although he 
is passionate about the NHS, his passion 
never descends into emotionalism. His 
arguments are clear and his evidence is 
up-to-date. But there is a problem: it is 
far easier to explain what is wrong than 
to suggest practicable ways of putting it 
right. Towards the end of the book Taylor 
quotes one of the country’s most eminent 
doctors who told him, wearily, that ‘it is 
so frustrating that we know exactly what 

needs to happen but somehow cannot 
make it happen.’ 
 Th e same can be said of Taylor’s 
admirable exercise in extended journalism. 
Th ere is little that is new in the book and it 
has nothing to say about the way in which 
change can be made to occur in the NHS. 
Th ose inside the Service know much of 
it already while few of those outside are 
likely to wade through 320 pages in order 
to fi nd out. But I could be wrong: within 
four months of its publication, God Bless 
the NHS had attracted seventeen reviews 
on Amazon, nine of them 5-star. If God 
saw fi t to post a review in the course of 
blessing the NHS, we really would know 
where we stood.

 Roger Taylor moved across from 
journalism in 2000 to start Dr Foster, “a 
company that would tell people which 
hospitals and which doctors were good and 
which were not”.  Oft en quoted or referred 
to in the media, his organisation makes its 
money from the collation and publication 
of healthcare data.  John Butler is Emeritus 
Professor of Health Service Studies at 
the University of Kent, though since his 
retirement in 2000 he has concentrated 
increasingly on history and theology.  Dr 
Butler’s book Th e Red Dean (2011), which 
contains much interesting material about 
Canon Shirley, was described in Off cuts 
No. 34 (January 2012).

John Butler reviews a new evaluation of the Health Service by Roger Taylor (MT 1979-83)

God Bless the NHS: The Truth Behind the Current Crisis

My book is a collection of middle-class 
cock-ups, catastrophes, calamities and 
cataclysms described in comic, if at times 
wince-making, verse.
 Accidents are nearly always idiotic and 
sometimes positively bizarre.  However 
sensibly, or intelligently, or carefully we 
pick our way through the hither and yon 
of daily life, something is oft en waiting to 
bring us up in our tracks – be it the lamp-
post one walks into while looking the 
wrong way, the garden rake that stands, 
upright, waiting for the misplaced boot, or 
the panic attack that induces the normally 
level-headed man to curtsey to the Duke of 
Edinburgh.
 P.G. Wodehouse put such episodes down 
to Fate, which ‘if it slips us a bit of goose 
with one hand, is pretty sure to give us the 
sleeve across the windpipe with the other’.

 It is a lesson many of us learnt at school – 
including a friend of mine in School House 
who in the summer of 1956 was ordered 
as a punishment by our Housemaster, 
Mr Paynter, to wash all the ground fl oor 
windows facing the Mint Yard.  To make life 
easier for himself, he simply walked along, 
chucking a bucketful of water over each 
one as he went, but for some reason failed 
to notice that, unlike the rest, Mr Paynter’s 
study window was wide open.
 People enjoy hearing about other 
people’s accidents and embarrassments 
– the more idiotic the better.  Th ose who 
have had a similar expeience are relieved 
to know they are not alone; those who have 
not are happy in the mistaken knowledge 
that nothing as silly as that can happen to 
them.
 Christopher is the author of such popular 

h u m o r o u s 
books as How 
to Survive 
Middle Age 
(1983) and 
Now We 
are Sixty 
( 1 9 9 9 ) .  
His latest, 
due in 
November, 
will be 
published 
by Little, Brown.  Richard 
Beswick (SH 1974-78) is Managing 
Director, Little, Brown & Abacus, and he 
actually did drop the Le Creuset, painfully, 
on his toe, thereby inspiring the title.  As 
Richard says, writers have to have a sliver 
of ice in their hearts.

The Man Who Dropped the Le Creuset on his Toe
Christopher Matthew (SH 1952-57) recalls his housemaster Richard 
Paynter as he introduces his latest book
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Nearly twenty three years ago I remember 
being deposited in the Shell dormitory 
in School House, my brand new duvet 
sporting a map of the world (Mother’s 
last-ditch remedy to cure my terrible 
Geography). I was hugely ignorant of 
the workings of the world outside my 
immediate environment. Even in the sixth 
form my horizons stretched only as far as 
a desire to go to a decent university to 
study a subject I enjoyed. 

I don’t pretend that all of my 
contemporaries were quite as indolent 
as I was, but, with the exception of those 
studying medicine, I suspected few of 
my contemporaries of having strongly 
defi ned plans for their futures. How the 
world has changed: on meeting the latest 
batch of sixth formers I was struck by the 
number who were keen to study fi nance 
at University in prelude to a banking 
career.  I’m not sure fi nance degrees even 
existed in 1995 – and certainly none of 
my fi nancier friends took them, opting 
for less vocational (though arguably more 
enjoyable) degrees.

We met each other at a re-vamped St 
Alphege’s.  Aft er an opening address by 
the Headmaster, the pupils chose to attend 
half-hour sessions with any four of us ex-
pupils before a fi nal group networking 
session.  Sixteen OKS from diff erent 
sectors pitched up to tell their tales and 
off er advice from a cumulative quarter 
millennium in the working world.  We 
were especially grateful to Canterbury’s 
MP, Julian Brazier, for stepping in at 
very short notice to speak in lieu of 
Richard Ashworth (SH 1960-64), Leader 
of the Conservatives in the European 
Parliament, whose return was blocked by 
a French transport strike.

My advice to the pupils was threefold.  

First, work out what sort of career you 
think you will enjoy – the OKS network is 
a brilliant resource for this.  
Second, dedicate the time in your holidays 
to gaining some work experience in your 
chosen sector – though I was fortunate 
enough to idle away my Summer holidays 
driving tractors on a local farm, I was 
going into a world that was decidedly less 
competitive than today’s.
Th ird, don’t worry if you try a career and it 
doesn’t end up being your job for life: learn 

your lessons and switch up – all four of the 
1990-1995 cohort represented at the event 
were on their second or third careers: the 
portfolio career is today’s norm.

For the OKS the day was great fun.  We were 
treated to some delicious food and had the 
pleasure of renewing old acquaintances 
as well as making some new contacts.  
Unlike me, my contemporaries appeared 
to be remarkably distinguished: a bunch 
of high fl yers from the worlds of law, 
journalism, medicine, publishing, social 
media, engineering, education, music, 
theatre, politics and, of course, fi nance.  
King’s can indeed be proud of its diaspora, 
and I see it as a testament to our education 
that it has produced such variety in its 
alumni.  For the current pupils the day 
was hopefully a valuable resource. Th e 
more OKS who are able to contribute time 
the more we can help the next generation,  
just by joining the OKS careers database 
via the OKS website (www.oks.org.uk) 
and off ering an occasional 15 minutes of 
time.

For the competitive amongst us, extra 
spice was added by the fact that the pupils 
voted for their favourite speaker. We are 
still eagerly awaiting the offi  cial results, 
but despite the blatant bribery by the 
media representative (Identity Withheld, 
MO 1990-95) of News International, 
who was overheard off ering free iPads 
to any pupils who voted for him, we are 
confi dent that in true King’s tradition, the 
winner will be elected on merit alone.

Careers Day 2013
Alex Neame (SH 1990-95) was one of the OKS at the Careers Day on Friday 14 June

Financial 
Networking Dinner
On Th ursday 18th October 2012, 
OKS were scanned through security 
at the House of Lords, for the OKS 
Financial Services Networking 
Dinner.  Lord Powell of Bayswater 
KCMG (GL 1955-60), had kindly 
agreed not only to sponsor the 
use of the Cholmondeley Room 
(pronounced Chumley not Chol-
mon-dely, the highly amused 
security team pointed out) at the 
House of Lords, but he had agreed 
also to be the guest speaker for 
the event.   Attending the evening 
were OKS, both young and old, 
some still at university looking 
at going into careers in fi nance, 
some more experienced with 40+ 
years working in the sector.   All 
listened to Lord Powell talk about 
the changes which had occurred 
during the last succession of 
governments not only to the 
fi nancial sectors, but also to other 
sectors such as international 
trade, which impacted on the 
fi nancial sectors.   Few people are 
in a position to talk with authority 
about such things and we were very 
grateful to have the opportunity to 
listen to one of them.  Th e evening 
was a great success and ended with 
new acquaintances having been 
made and telephone numbers and 
email addresses exchanged.  
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Henry Benson was at the King’s 
School from 1797 to 1798. His 
father Edward Beckingham 

Benson (KS 1766-69), Rector of Deal, his 
grandfather Th omas Benson (KS 1736-
39), Auditor of Canterbury Cathedral, 
and his great grandfather John Benson 
(KS 1689-94), Rector of High Halstow, 
were also here. 

Henry’s early career is obscure. It was later 
said that he joined the Navy and served 
under Nelson at the Battle of Copenhagen, 
but there is no evidence for this. (His 
brother Edward (KS 1794-98) did join the 
Navy, but died in 1801.) He then appeared 
in Aberystwyth as a wine dealer 
and banker. He was mayor 
of the town twice and 
is remembered as a 
benefactor there. 
At some point, 
p r o b a b l y 
in the 
1830s, he 
moved to 
Ramsgate, 
where he 
lived at 
West Cliff  
L o d g e . 
In 1835, 
H e n r y , 
by then 
a widower, 
married Mary, 
daughter of Edwin 
Humphry Sandys, a 
local solicitor. 

Soon aft erwards Augustus Welby 
Northmore Pugin became his next door 
neighbour and started building his stylish 
home Th e Grange. In the winter of 1846-
7, Benson’s niece Helen Lumsdaine visited 
Ramsgate and befriended Pugin. Helen’s 
father was Edwin Sandys (KS 1794-99), the 
Rector of Upper Hardres, who had taken 
the additional name Lumsdaine in 1830 
as a consequence of his wife inheriting the 
family estates in Scotland. Pugin was soon 
in pursuit of Helen. Th e couple became 
secretly engaged in January 1848, Helen 
converted to Catholicism, and Pugin 
went ahead with preparations for the 
marriage, even designing Helen’s wedding 
dress. However, Helen fi nally decided 
to end the relationship, and despite a 

ferocious correspondence between Pugin 
and her father, her rejection proved fi nal. 
Pugin published a remarkably tactless 
pamphlet – A statement of facts relative 
to the engagement of marriage between 
Miss Selina Helen Sandys Lumsdaine, 
of Upper Hardres, Kent, and Augustus 
Welby Pugin… – on his own view of the 
somewhat unedifying sequence of events 
and sent it to his friends. According to 
Rosemary Hill, Pugin’s biographer, most 
of them destroyed their copies and only 
one has survived. 

Th roughout all this Benson seems to have 
sympathised with Pugin and on occasion 

acted as an intermediary, delivering 
letters and meeting Helen in 

unsuccessful support 
of his neighbour’s 

cause. Pugin 
expressed his 

gratitude in 
p r a c t i c a l 
ways. He 
designed a 
porch for 
B e ns on’s 
house and 
also the 
wonderful 

silver and 
enamel dish, 

i l l u s t r a t e d 
here, and now 

in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum. 

It is inscribed: ‘Henry 
Benson Esquire from his 

grateful friend A W Pugin March XXVI 
AD MDCCCXLVIII’. 

Pugin married Jane Knill later in 1848, 
but died in 1852; Helen went on to marry 
the Revd Forster George Simpson in 1850. 
Henry Benson lived until 1877 – a Justice 
of the Peace and respected local fi gure. 
His son, another Henry, was at King’s 
from 1839 to 1848 and became Vicar of 
the Weald and later of Farncombe, Surrey. 
Th us fi ve successive generations of the 
family were at the School: not quite a 
record, but remarkable nonetheless.

photo: ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
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Contrasts in Ramsgate
Number 11 in Peter Henderson’s series on Unknown OKS is Henry Benson 
(1788-1877), Pugin’s neighbour

Football
On Sunday, 8th September the OKS 
footballers started the season well, 
winning the Jim Dixson Memorial 
Plate, having beaten Forresters and 
Haileybury. Please see the OKS website 
for a full list of Arthurian league 
fi xtures. Th e match against the School 
has been scheduled for Saturday, 25th 
January.  If you would like to join the 
OKS football team, please contact 
Rupert Colchester, footballcaptain@
oksmail.org

Squash
Aakash Dega (CY 2005-2010) has 
recently set up an OKS Squash Club, 
based in London at Th e Southbank 
Club. He has also entered a team in the 
Londonderry Cup tournament. Aakash 
is hoping to organising bi-monthly 
training sessions.  If you would like 
to get involved in OKS squash, please 
contact Aakash on oks@kings-school.
co.uk

Hockey
Eliza Brett (JR 2008-13) capped a 
year of remarkable achievement with 
the Canterbury Ladies’ team which 
fi nished 3rd in the Premier Division 
of the National League with selection 
for the England Under 21 team in 
the World Junior Hockey Cup in 
Mönchengladbach in late July.  Th e 
team reached the quarter fi nals from the 
group stage (where they beat Germany 
and Belgium but lost to Spain) and 
beat Australia 1-0, then losing 0-3 to 
Argentina.  In the play-off  for bronze, 
the girls drew 1-1 with India, but sadly 
lost 2-3 on penalty fl icks.  Eliza remains 
on the Canterbury Ladies teamsheet for 
the 2013-14 season, together with the 
Common Room’s Jen Wilson, but will 
have university commitments besides.

OKS Sport
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Tennis
Th ere was plenty of OKS sport taking 
place during King’s Week starting on the 
Wednesday with tennis matches against 
the School, which the OKS Men and 
Ladies both lost narrowly 3-6. 

OKS Ladies: Franziska Gabbert (BR 06-
11), Laura Knight (LX 04-09), Sophie 
Knight (LX 06-11), Annabel Kingsman 
(BR 04-09), Kitty Synge (JR 03-08), Sophie 
Rajska (Guest).

OKS Men: Robbie Cameron (LN 05-
08), Johnny Cheung (GR 06-11), Jamie 
McPhie (CY 07-12), Bertie O’Brien (LN 
07-12), Will Porter (CY 03-08), Alex 
Proudlock (GL 06-11), Patrick Wilson 
(GR 07-09).

Cricket
On Friday the OKS played cricket against 
the School, with a team captained by Jack 
Masters, narrowly losing by 5 runs. Final 
score: King’s 152-6; OKS 147-5. Team: 
Harry Buggé (TR 05-10), George Chilcott 

OKS King’s Week Sport
(TR 02-07), Will Fabbro (MO 07-12), 
Eddie Gilmore (GR 07-12), Mark Healy 
(CY 05-10), James Hearn (TR 09-11), 
Jack Masters (Capt) (TR 06-11), Charlie 
MacLeod (TR 05-10), Ruaridh MacLeod 
(TR 07-12), Patrick Mitchell (LN 04-09), 
Kieran Premnath (SH 05-10), Rohan 
Premnath (MR 03-08).

Th e following Sunday, OKS cricketers 
played in their fi rst match of the Cricketer 
Cup, and narrowly lost to Hurstpierpoint 
by 1 run. OHCC 158; OKS 157. Team: Fred 
Acheson-Gray (GL 06-11), Tom Bruce 
(MT 96-01), Will Fabbro (M.O. 07-12), 
Mark Healy (CY 05-10), Charlie MacLeod 
(TR 05-10), Ruaridh MacLeod (TR 07-
12), Patrick Mitchell (LN 04-09), Robert 
Perrett (MT 98-00), Kieran Premnath (SH 
05-10), George Stacey (CY/GL 07-12), 
Alistair Williams (TR 93-98).

Fencing
On the Saturday of King’s Week, the OKS 
fencers took on the School in two matches. 
First to go on piste were the B team: 
William Jennings (TR 01-06), Alex Sanné 
(CY/MT 01-06) and James Williamson 
(TR 02-07). Although the fi nal score was 
KSC 45; OKS 37, a special mention should 
be made of James who valiantly scored 10 

hits in the last bout. Next on piste were 
the OKS A team: Marc Chapman (MT 
99-05), Frazer Hughes (SH 89-94) and 
Robert Jennings (TR 99-04), who won 
their match KSC 40; OKS 45, making the 
overall results of the day 1-1. 

Boat Club
Th e Saturday of King’s Week also saw 
OKS rowing on Westbere Lake, followed 
by a Boat Club Dinner in the refectory at 
St Augustine’s. 

Post-King’s Week the Canterbury Pilgrims 
hosted their Henley picnic lunch on the 
Saturday of Henley Royal Regatta for OKS 
and King’s pupils and parents. 

And  OKS Rowers shone at the World 
Championships
Tom Ransley (MR 1999-2004) won a Gold medal in the Great Britain men’s VIII at 
the World Cup Championships on 1 September in South Korea. TV viewers at home 
saw his crew destroy the fi eld, drawing away remorselessly from Olympic champions 
Germany and the USA in the second 500 metres and winning convincingly despite a 
late surge from fast fi nishers Germany. 

Equally remarkable was the achievement of the OKS duo in the women’s double sculls. 
Frances Houghton (WL 1993-98), quadruple Olympian and former World Champion, 
and Victoria Meyer-Laker (JR 2004-06),who took up rowing aft er King’s, also reached 
their fi nal and fi nished fourth, putting down a useful marker for Rio 2016.


